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Abstract. The complexity of software tasks and the variety of developer skill sets requires to
accomplish the tasks, provides a challenge in the planning process for software project managers.
Uncertainty based on crowd workers’ different time zone and first language adds a layer of complexity to the CSD task scheduling. Therefore, accessing a scheduling model which can ease
task allocation to improve task success and decrease project duration is essential. Existing models
are either focused on the task allocation based on workers quality, or task availability in the
crowdsourced platform. To create a flexible and effective model in CSD, we present an Ant Colony Optimization algorithm. The proposed approach shows a plan based on a list of available
tasks in the platform and available workers based on their performance and rating metrics. The
presented model is composed of four components: task fitness, workers’ attraction, task-worker
availability, and task scheduler. Experimental results on 408 projects demonstrate that the proposed method reduced project duration on average 74 days.
Keywords: Crowdsourced Software Development, Ant Colony Optimization,
Task fitness, Task Similarity, Workers’ Availability, Topcoder
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Introduction

There is an emergent trend in software development projects that mini-tasks can be
crowdsourced to achieve accelerated development and delivery. The characteristics of
crowdsourcing tasks, in general, are short, simple, repetitive, requires little time and
effort, while in crowdsourced software development (CSD) tasks are more complex,
independent and requires a significant amount of time, effort, and expertise to achieve
the task requirements [1]. For task owners, requesting a crowdsourcing service is more
challenging due to the uncertainty of the similarity among available tasks in the CSD
platform and the new arrival tasks, [2, 3], as well as, crowd workers’ skill sets and
performance history [4, 5] in the platform. These factors raise the issue of fitness of the
assigned worker to the suitable task, since crowd workers may be interested in multiple
tasks from different requestors among a pool of open tasks based on their individual
goals and preference which provides resource inconsistency. It is reported that workers
are more interested in working on tasks with similar concepts, monetary prize, technologies, complexities, priorities, and durations [3, 5, 6, 7]. Attracting workers to a group
of similar tasks may cause zero registration, zero submissions, or unqualified submissions for some tasks due to lack of time from workers [2, 8, 9]. Therefore, it is beneficial
to make efficient project plans to be able to assure the availability of crowd to work on

the arrival CSD tasks and to submit them on time. To receive qualified submission as a
task outcome in CSD, a good understanding of task characteristics, and crowd workers
sensitivity to arrival tasks is required. To address that, we presented a task scheduling
approach in CSD based on ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithm [43]. The proposed method represents a plan by a task list and a planned crowd allocation matric
based on the workflow of Topcoder [10], one of the primary software crowdsourcing
platforms.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the background and related
work; Section 3 presents the research design and methodology; Section 4 reports the
experimental design of the proposed model. Section 5 Limitation and Treats to Validity;
and finally, Section 6 gives a Conclusion and outlook to future work.

2

Background and Related Work

2.1

Task Scheduling in Software Engineering

In the traditional software development process, task scheduling is the next step occurs
after defining requirement development and deciding on task decomposition [11],
which takes place based on specific groups of requirements [12]. There is a limitation
on literature addressing scheduling in software development even though 80% of the
software projects suffering from lack of schedule planning [13]. In practice, more than
half of software requirements are interdependent, and only a few of them are independent, which notably impacts scheduling complexity [12].
To overcome the scheduling challenge different traditional scheduling techniques such
as program evaluation and review technique (PERT), the critical path method (CPM)
[41], and the resource-constrained project scheduling problem (RCPSP) [42] model
have been used in software engineering. However, due to nature of software projects
that is a people-intensive activity [13], task dependencies make available human resources awaiting completion of pre-requisites. Traditional scheduling techniques do not
consider human resource allocation in scheduling, or if they do, they do not cover the
resources with various skills. Since human is the main resource in software projects,
scheduling can be more flexible in comparison with other industries [14]. One of the
approaches to address this need can be search based optimization problem.
Recently, project managers have been using global software development techniques
to reduce cost and shorten release time although, different time zone and resource location may add to the scheduling challenges [15,16]. In which, team members are distributed into different zones and countries. It seems the best practice to optimize task
scheduling in this approach is following the sun [17]. Follow the sun happens when
software development is distributed over a twenty-four-hour working day. In this
method, tasks are distributed among workers with different time zone, and all the team
members work on the same phase and tasks of the project in their own day hours.

2.2

Task Scheduling in CSD

Due to the different characteristics of the machine and human behavior, delays can occur in product release and lack of systematic processes to balance the appropriate delivery of features with the available resources [18]. Therefore, improper scheduling
would result in task starvation [6]. Parallelism in scheduling is a great method to create
the chance of utilizing a greater pool of workers [19, 44] as this method encourages
workers to specialize and complete the task in shorter period and promote solutions in
which benefits the requestor to clearly understand how workers decide to compete on
a task and analyze the crowd workers performance [6]. Shorter schedule planning can
be one of the most notable advantages of using CSD for managers [20].
Complex crowdsourced projects cannot be performed based on simple available parallel approaches. Complex projects have more dependencies and multiple occurrences of
changing requirements [21]; they require different workers with diverse levels of expertise. Therefore, this is one of the main challenges in applying an effective method to
schedule decomposed projects in crowdsourcing [22]. Since coordinating workers is
difficult among a distributed global crowd, in most cases, organizational coordination
techniques such as programming and feedback as general coordination methods can be
applied to crowd work as well [23,24].
Batching tasks is another effective method to reduce the complexity of tasks, and it will
dramatically reduce cost [25]. Batching crowdsourcing tasks would lead to a faster
result than approaches, which keep workers separate and is also quicker than the average of the fastest individual worker [26]. There is a theoretical minimum batch size for
every project as one of the principles of product development flow [27]. To some extent, the success of software crowdsourcing is associated with reduced batch size in
small tasks.
Besides, the delay scheduling method [5] was specially designed for crowdsourced projects to maximize the probability of a worker receiving tasks from the same batch of
tasks they were performing. Extension of this idea introduced a new method called “fair
sharing schedule” [28]. In this method, various resources would be shared among all
tasks with different demands, which ensures that all tasks would receive the same
amount of resources to be fair. For example, this method was used in Hadoop Yarn.
Later, Weighted Fair Sharing (WFS) [3] was presented as a method to schedule batches
based on their priority. Tasks with higher priority are introduced first. Another proposed
crowd scheduling method is based on quality of service (QOS) [9], a skill-based scheduling method with the purpose of minimizing scheduling while maximizing quality by
assigning the task to the most available qualified worker. This scheme was created by
extending standards of Web Service Level Agreement (WSLA) [29]. The third available method would be a game with a purpose [30], in which a task will not be started
unless a certain number of workers registered for it. The most recent method is HITBundle [3] a batch container which schedules heterogeneous tasks into the platform
from different batches. This method makes for a higher outcome by applying different
scheduling strategies at the same time.

2.3

Workers’ Motivation

The diversity of software workers in crowdsourcing, makes motivational factors be
typically divided into two categories: intrinsic factors and extrinsic factors. First, intrinsic clusters comprise enjoyment factors and community values that are associated
with age, location, personal career, society and even task identity [31]. In addition, participation motivation categories [32] such as learning, and self-marketing are considered as some of the main intrinsic factors for workers which are mentioned in the concept of "activation enabling". Second, Extrinsic clusters include financial and social
aspects, which are the direct effect of the educational background, household income,
and task award or payment [31]. It is reported that [32], motivations such as organizer
appreciation, prizes, and knowledge experts are the highest ranked among workers. Another high-ranking motivation factor is the presence of requesters with a prestige brand
name, such as Google, or NASA, which attracts software workers to apply for tasks, as
it can potentially be used to strengthen resumes and affect software workers ratings
either indirectly or directly [33].
Different studies on motivation patterns of crowdsourcing workers reported that monetary prize is one of the top motivating factors to attract and involve potential workers
in task competition in crowdsourcing market [1, 6, 34]. The monetary prize typically
correlates with the degree of task complexity and required competition levels as well
as task priority in the project development [6, 34]. The second motivation factor which
affects monetary prize is the worker's skill level [31]. Higher skilled level workers generally have higher motivation level of winning a prize and gaining communal identification while the top motivational factors of occasional workers are typically a pas-time
human capital investment and skill variety. Therefore, task requesters usually struggle
to distribute awards for the tasks with a good scheduling plan in the hope of getting the
best possible task submissions in terms of the tasks’ type based on workers historical
activities and submissions [6].
2.4

Challenges in CSD

Considering the highest rate for task completion and accepting submissions, software
managers will be more concerned about the risks of adopting crowdsourcing. Therefore, there is a need for better decision-making system to analyze and control the risk
of insufficient competition and poor submissions due to the attraction of untrustworthy
workers. A traditional method of addressing this problem in the software industry is
task scheduling. Scheduling is helpful in prioritizing access to the resources. It can help
managers to optimize task execution in the platform to attract the most reliable and
trustworthy workers. Normally, in traditional methods, task requirements and phases
are fixed, while cost and time are flexible. In a time-boxed system, time and cost are
fixed, while, task requirements and phases are flexible [35]. However, in CSD all three
variables are flexible. This factor creates a huge advantage in crowdsourcing software
projects.
Generally, improper scheduling could lead to task starvation [6], since workers with
high abilities tend to compete with low skilled workers [34]. Hence, users are more

likely to choose tasks with fewer competitors [33]. Also, workers intentionally choosing less popular tasks to participate could potentially enhance winning probabilities,
even if workers share similar expertise. It brings some severe problems in the CSD trust
system and causes a lot of dropped and none- completed tasks. Moreover, tasks with
relatively lower monetary prizes have a high probability to be chosen and be solved,
which results in only 30% of problems in platform being solved [36]. This may attract
higher numbers of workers to compete and consequently makes the higher chance of
starvation for more expensive tasks and project failure. The above issues indicate the
importance of task scheduling in the platform in order to attract the right amount of
trustable and expert workers as well as shorten the release time.

3

Research Design and Methodology

To solve the scheduling problem, we present an ant colony optimization approach. We
extend the model proposed in [37] to be adopted to CSD domain. A scheduling approach with an event-based scheduler and an ant colony optimization algorithm is introduced in [37]. In each colony, ants provide some pheromone (chemical tracking) to
react to workers and tasks history as the pheromone (workers and tasks history) to present a better scheduling method. The presented approach represents a task list and a
planned worker allocation matrix. To create the final task scheduler, it is essential to
understand required pheromones in the model. This model contains three heuristic
pheromones of time box, task scheduling batching, and worker availability.
3.1

Time box

A project manager is creating an ordered list of decomposed tasks per project. In CSD
planning, each task can be associated with multiple workers, the minimum slack time
(MINSK) process [38] per task is used to create the time pheromone. This heuristic is
usually used for sequential task scheduling adoption. The task with smaller MINSK
implies that it is either more urgent or simpler to perform. The MINSK for a task can
be estimated as follow:
Def. 1: MINSK is the amount of time a task may be delayed from its posting date without delaying the submission due date is total slack of task (i) ,TST i:
TSTi = LEDi - EEDi or TST(i)=LSTi – ESTi
In which:
ESTi,

the task registration date in the platform,

LSTi,

latest task registration date in the platform,

EEDi,

the task submissions date in the platform,

LEDi,

the worker submissions date in the platform.

(1)

Def. 2: Amount of time a task can be delayed from its earliest starting time without
delaying the starting time of any of its immediate sequential tasks is called free slack
of task (i), FSTi:
FSTi = Min (EEDi -ESDi)

(2)

Def. 3: Task with minimum slack are bottlenecks. Bottleneck task (i),BNT i, calculates
as diverse ratio of minimum slack time per task (TST i). The smaller the BNTi , is the
more urgent the task is, in terms of schedule as early as possible.
BNTi =

1

(3)

𝑇𝑆𝑇𝑖

To build a feasible list of tasks by workers, each worker creates an eligible list of tasks
that satisfy their skillset. The list maker includes the following steps:
Step a: add the task that the worker is interested in in the eligible list of tasks.
Step b: for k=1 to n:
Step b-1: select a task from eligible list and put it in the kth position of the task list
following random number (v).
Def. 4: The probability of task T i is chosen to be registered by workers based on time
box pheromone is:
TBTRi =

𝑇𝑖∗𝐵𝑁𝑇𝑖
𝑛

, where n is total number of task per project

(4)

This means that the task has a probability of being taken with the maximum pheromone
value, so the algorithm can strongly exploit the past search of tasks.
Step b-2: update the eligible list by removing the selected task from the eligible list
and adding a new feasible task that satisfy the workers’ skillset.
After step b-1 and b-2 repeated n times a feasible task list is built.
3.2
3.2.1

Task Similarity Batching
Task Similarity Analysis:

To analyze task similarity in the platform there is a need to understand the tasks’ local
distance from each other and task similarity factor based on it.
Def. 5: task local distance (Disj) it is a tuple of all tasks’ attributes in the data set. In
respect to introduce variables in table 1, task local distance is:
Disi = (Award, Registration date, Submission Date, Task type, Technology, Task
requirement)
(9)
Def. 6: Task Similarity Factor (TSi,j) is dot product and magnitude of local distance of
two tasks:
𝑛

∑𝑖,𝑗=0 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑖(𝑇𝑗,𝑇𝑖)

TSi,j, =

𝑛

∑

𝑖,=0

𝑛

√𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑖(𝑇𝑖)∗∑

𝑗=0

√𝐷𝑗𝑠𝑗(𝑇𝑗)

(6)

3.2.2

Task Similarity Pheromone:

The similarity matrix specifies the causal similarity among tasks. Before creating the
heuristics, it is important to understand the fitness of task (i), FTi, in the platform.
Def. 7: the fitness of task (i), FTi, in the platform to receive registration ix:
FTi =

∑𝑛
𝑖=1(𝑇𝑆𝑖∗𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑅𝑖∗𝑇𝐷𝑖)
∑𝑛
𝑖=1(𝑇𝐷𝑖)

(7)

Now, to create the pheromone, we assumed there is a minimum number of registrations
for tasks, which helps a task get a higher chance of being successfully complete. If a
task leaves the pool of open tasks and enter the pool of registered tasks, there will be
minimum 1 registration associated with the task. This is called the initial task registration (ITR).
Def. 8: Probability of task (i) from similarity batch (j) is registered by a worker is:
TR(i,j) = FTi *((1- TSi)*N + TSi*ITR)

(8)

While N is the total available task in the platform in the same timeframe.
This heuristic helps project managers to choose the best so far task in their list and have
a higher chance for receiving a qualified submission.
3.3

Workers Availability

Last heuristics is helping to make a suitable pheromone for worker availability. The
heuristic of worker (j) attraction on registering for task (i) is define as Worker Attraction
(i,j) , AWij :
WAij =
(9)
𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑗 + 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑅𝑒𝑗 ∗ 𝑊𝐸𝑅𝑇𝑗
{
𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑗 + 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑅𝑒𝑗 ∗ 𝑊𝐸𝑅𝑇𝑗 + (𝑊𝑅𝐷𝑖𝑗 − 𝑇𝐷𝑖) ∗ 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑅𝑒𝑗

𝑊𝑅𝐷𝑗 = 𝑇𝑃𝐷𝑖
𝑇𝑃𝐷𝑖 < 𝑊𝑅𝐷𝑗 ≤ 𝑇𝑆𝐷𝑖

In which:
Def. 9: Minimum reliability of worker (j), MinRej, represent the lowest reliability associate to worker j before taking the task (i) and after taking the task (i).
MinRej = Min {OldReliabilityj , NewReliabilityj}
(10)
Def. 10: Average reliability of worker (j), AveRej, represent the average reliability associate to worker j before taking the task (i) and after taking the task (i).
𝑂𝑙𝑑𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑗+ 𝑁𝑒𝑤𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑗
AveRej =
(11)
2

Def. 11: Maximum reliability of worker (j), MaxRej, represent the highest reliability
associate to worker j before taking the task (i) and after taking the task (i).
MaxRej = Max {OldReliabilityj , NewReliabilityj}
(12)
Def. 12: Worker (j) earliest registration time, WERTj, represent the minimum worker
task registration time, WTRTj associate to worker j in worker’s task registration history.
WERTj = Min {WTRT1, WTRT2, …, WTRTj}
(13)

Def. 13: Registration date of worker (j) for task (i), WRDij, is the date worker j registered for task i.
Def. 14: The pheromone heuristic of worker availability is the probability that worker
(k) will submit the taken task (i):
TS(i,k) = WAij*Prob(WRi)*PLSi*M
(14)
While M is total registered task in the platform in the same time frame.
The upper bound estimation of workers’ availability is 1. This means that all the workers in the platform have required skillset for performing the arrival task.
The scheduling problem in CSD is tracible as both task list and the workers’ allocation
have to be optimally decided. However, there are heuristics that can help us to build the
task list and select workers’ allocation, it is difficult to create an effective heuristic that
can predict the exact workers who registers for the task. Therefore, we coupled the
presented AOC model with a search-based procedure.
Table 1: Description of top 50% of Task Type in CSD Platform [10]
Task Type

Description

First2Finish

The first person to submit passing entry wins

Assembly Competition
Bug Hunt

Assemble previous tasks

Code

Programming specific task

UI Prototype

User Interface prototyping is an analysis technique in which users are
actively involved in the mocking-up of the UI for a system

Architecture

This contest asks competitors to define the technical approach to implement the requirements. The output is a technical architecture document and finalized a plan for assembly contests

Test Suit

Competitors produce automated test cases to validate the quality, accuracy, and performance of applications. The output is a suite of automated test cases

Find and fix available Bugs

4

Experimental Studies

4.1

Data Set

The gathered dataset contains 403 individual projects including 4907 component development tasks and 8108 workers from Jan 2014 to Feb 2015, extracted from Topcoder
website [10]. After removing workers who never registered or submitted any task in
their membership history, the number of active workers reduced to 5062 workers.
In the experiment phase we test the proposed method on 408 projects and 4900 decomposed tasks performed by 5700 workers.

Based on the Topcoder definition we clustered tasks under 14 task type [39], however
we have considered 7 highest common task type in this research. Table 1 summarized
the description of the considered task types per project decomposed tasks.
Also, Topcoder categorized workers under 5 group belts based on workers rating [40].
Table 2 summaries worker distribution respectively.
Table 2: Workers Availability in CSD Platform [40]

4.2

Workers' Belt

Rating Range (X)

% Workers

Gray

X<900

90.02%

Green

900<X<1200

2.88%

Blue

1200<X<1500

5.39%

Yellow

1500<X<2200

1.54%

Red

X>2200

0.16%

Experimental Setting

The main objective in this research is to minimize the project duration and maximizing
the task success rate. Therefore, we need to update the set up the experiment based on
workers’ arrival in the platform to schedule the task arrival. The parameters of the
proposed ACO are set as follows:
The start number of arrival ants follows the average of competition level per tasks and
equal to 18 [7] and the minimum number of workers registering per task is 1. The umber
of task arrival in the platform follows the task arrival schedule based on the actual data
gathered from Topcoder. Moreover, the assigned random number in choosing the eligible list of tasks is used as the degree of aggressiveness in the algorithm. The larger
the random number is, the stronger the algorithm exploits the past search experience
and exhibits a fast converging manner.
4.3
4.3.1

Results and Analysis
Task Attraction:

According to the result, tasks with duration of 3 weeks or less provides higher level of
average attraction for workers to perform and make a submission. Interestingly tasks
with 27-29 days duration provide the highest level of attraction for workers with degree
of attraction of 99%. Figure 1 illustrates the overall result of task attraction after applying ACO model.

Figure 1: Task Attraction in the CSD Based on ACO

4.3.2

Task Fitness:

Deeper investigation of task fitness in the platform shows that tasks with duration less
than 10 days and similarity degree of 60% and above would provide the average task
fitness of 17%. Task with duration between 10 and 20 days reduce the task fitness to
10%. And interestingly task with duration more than 20 days dropped the task fitness
dramatically. Figure 2 shows the details of task fitness based on different task duration
and similarity degree of 60% and above.

Figure 2: Task Fitness in CSD based on ACO

4.3.3

Workers’ Attraction:

Applying worker reliability pheromone provides the result that tasks with duration less
than 10 days can attract on average 13 workers to perform them. And tasks wit duration
between 25-35 days can attract on average 9 workers to perform them. While tasks with
duration between 10-25 days and more than 35 days can attract less than 8 workers to
perform them. Figure 3 presents the distribution of workers’ attraction and task duration
based on worker availability pheromone.

Figure 3: Distribution of Workers’ Attraction in CSD base on ACO

4.3.4

Task-Worker Attraction:

Applying all the 3 pheromones to the dataset provides the task-worker attraction metrics. As it is shown in figure 4, 20 new arrival task per week in the platform results in
to attracting on average 90 workers to perform the tasks, while 20-40 task arrival will
lead to attracting on average 168 active worker. 40-60 tasks provide on average 200
available worker and 80 tasks brings 348 available workers in the platform.

Figure 4:Task-Worker Attraction in CSD based on ACO

4.3.5

Schedule Acceleration

Applying overall ACO scheduling model reduced the project duration to on average 74
days. As it is presented in figure 5, projects with decomposed number of 50 tasks can
be done with in 4 weeks. Projects that are decomposed between 50-100 tasks need 6
weeks duration to be complete. Projects with number of tasks between 100-150 require
9 weeks of schedule duration. And all the projects with more than 150 tasks can be
completed with on average of 12 weeks duration. 83% of the projects can be scheduled
to be complete with in 10 weeks or less.

Figure 5: Schedule Acceleration in CSD based on ACO

Table 3 summarized the overall status of the projects in our dataset. As it is presents,
the suggested ACO scheduling method decreased the task failure ratio for average of
2%, increased the Workers reliability in making a submission for 1.5 % and Workers
trust-ability in not only making a submission but make a valid submission on average
12%.
Table 3: Summary of project level task scheduling in CSD
Duration
(Week)
OrigSuginal
gested

Number
of Task
per project

Number of
Project

50

194

10

100

68

150
200

Failure Ratio

Worker Reliability
OrigiSugnal
gested

Worker Trustability
OrigSuginal
gested

Original

Suggested

4

16%

15%

13%

13%

69%

72%

11

5

17%

16%

14%

14%

68%

81%

36

12

5

18%

16%

13%

15%

72%

85%

12

11

4

20%

20%

13%

14%

67%

83%

250

11

9

4

23%

16%

13%

14%

73%

85%

300

10

19

6

18%

16%

14%

15%

44%

69%

350

6

12

5

22%

19%

12%

12%

57%

79%

400

4

30

10

17%

15%

10%

12%

57%

73%

450

1

1

1

18%

14%

13%

22%

80%

85%

500

7

30

9

18%

13%

13%

15%

51%

70%

550

1

9

2

20%

16%

12%

16%

84%

95%

600

0

0

0

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

650

1

22

9

25%

17%

12%

14%

85%

89%

700

5

4

1

18%

17%

14%

15%

66%

79%

750

1

2

2

15%

14%

12%

13%

53%

77%

800

0

0

0

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

5

Limitation and Threats to Validity

There are several threats to validity. First the presented model is based on the data
gathered during Jan 2014- Feb 2015. There is a chance that data set from different time
line may lead to slightly different result.
Second, the proposed method does not consider worker’s multi-tasking factors, i.e.,
how many tasks can a worker take, at maximum, during the same period of time.
Though this is one of the important factors influencing software project scheduling decisions, we don't see there is a pattern in the upper bound limits for worker’s multitasking.
Third, the data preparation and similarity analysis are complicated by the temporal nature of task attributes and descriptions. However, based on the utility factor of each
individual workers, different sets of task attribute can be used to analyze similarity
among tasks.
Lastly, the data sets used in this study for both training and testing are mostly unbalanced data sets in terms of the number of samples belonging to different classes for
both tasks and workers. The issue is not addressed in the presented model and will be
considered in our future work.

6

Conclusion

CSD provides software organizations access to infinite worker resource supply from
the Internet. Assigning tasks to a pool of unknown workers from all over the glob is
challenging. A traditional approach to solve such challenge is scheduling. Generally,
dependencies among tasks and workers make task scheduling an NP-hard problem.
Improper task scheduling in CSD may cause to zero task registration, zero task submissions or low qualified submissions due to uncertain workers behavior. This research
addressed a new scheduling model for solving the CSD planning problem has been
developed. The proposed model adopted ant colony heuristics to solve the complicated
planning problem via CSD. The experimental experience lead to reducing project duration for average of 74 days (i.e 2.5 months) and provide a more stable workload assignment to available workers in the platform.
In the future research we will focus on the trust network among available workers and
apply the proposed scheduling model based on the recognized trust network in the platform, to understand the impact of assigned workers to the same task on workers’ decision making and consequently task failure ratio.
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